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Description
lib/tree/categ_admin_tree.php and categ_picker_tree.php use setFlipWithSign() from tiki-js.js. In trunk, as of r30612, this causes a JavaScript error:

setFlipWithSign() is not defined
setFlipWithSign('categorizeid1');

And the category flip sign is unusable. The problem is setFlipWithSign() was removed in r30170.

Solution
Fixed in r31423 by Jonny Bradley.

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
3634
The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item3634-JavaScript-error-setFlipWithSign-is-not-defined-from-categ_admin_tree-and-cat
eg_picker_tree-affects-page-edition
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